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We have been chosen by the best 
e-commerce, social networking 

and real estate brands

Clavax Technologies always gives 110 percent. We worked hard in meeting some 

key deadlines. Dedication and hard work are their strong suits“

“
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— Quality Assurance Manager, Real Estate Company



Clavax performed very well. We have direct access to a project manager, and 
we also have direct access to the team members who are doing the job, which 

helps speeds up communication.... Their honesty and determination to keep 
their customers satisfied sets them apart.

The Clavax team is very skilled at what they do. They definitely have the 
know-how approach and they're able to develop complex projects.
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— Chief Technology Officer, Aerospace Company

“ “
“

“

— CEO, Bookfari (Online Book Retailer)
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Eventfo
Eventfo is an integrated website and phone 

application that allows event organisers.

Kabift
Kabift is a simple application to solve all your 

gift tracking and gift giving needs.

CurrencyKart
CurrencyKart.com is an online marketplace 

which aims to bridge the gap between Money  

exchange and related products.

Kundeavis
kundeavis.no is an application where you 

can find links of all advertising newspapers 

published digitally in

The Hat Game
Too many options often lead to confusions. 
You can now put all confusions at bay with 

The Hat game.

Kowabunga
Kowabunga brings the best local deals 
on everything from excursions, to spa 

treatments, to great local.

DownloadFood
Just order from Downloadfood.in in three 

simple steps to get your favorite food 
from your favorite restaurant and to enjoy 
with your Family, Friends and Colleagues.

Portfolio of all our clients 
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Clients
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Case Studies

Auction

Auction.com is a leading online marketplace that deals in real estate and is headquartered in the United States 

of America. The app has distinguished itself as the world leader in maximized asset disposition strategies, asset 

management and real estate sales. Designed for the iPhone, Auction expertise in selling residential, commercial, 

luxury homes, multi-family and hospitality properties, land, as well as performing and non-performing notes and 

loan pools. To date, Auction.com has sold over $26 billion of real estate assets. In 2011, residential sales totaled 

$1.8 billion and 35,000 homes were auctioned; a commercial real estate division auctioned 1,169 Notes totaling 

over $4.6 billion at a recovery rate of 52 percent. Additionally, it auctioned 1,087 REOs valued at $1.2 billion with 

an average recovery price at 103 percent of the reserves.

An app based marketplace for e-auction of real estate
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Case Studies

Dot

Dot™ is the only period tracking app that can be used to effectively prevent or plan pregnancy 

regardless of your cycle lengths. It's smart, scientific, and custom-designed with you in mind. Based on 

the patent-pending Dynamic Optimal Timing™ fertility awareness approach, Dot enables you to plan 

or prevent pregnancy easily and effectively by simply tracking your period.
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Case Studies

Eventfo

Eventfo is an integrated website and phone application that allows event organizers to display all forms 

of event information including date, time, and location. The Eventfo application provides users with instant 

access to all event information, anywhere, anytime. Whether you are seeking event schedules, venue 

maps or accessing your own customized event schedule, Eventfo will take you there!
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Case Studies

eCater

eCater is designed to create a simple fast and efficient system for customers to order their day to day 

restaurant home delivery or corporate catering directly from their local restaurant, cafe or caterer. Apart 

from the regular home delivery, surveys tell us that over 80% of office staff now prefer to order online 

as it gives them a more accountable system, instant tax invoice and also provides the ability to browse 

and select at their own time and pace. This is where eCater comes in; it assists cafes by publishing their 

online menus, allowing cafe owners to adjust items and prices themselves if they wish, the system then 

allows customers to view all menus online and process orders 24x7.
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Case Studies

HeyCare

HeyCare, a leading healthcare app is designed to provide complete healthcare solutions to all users, 

introducing user friendly features which assure to provide the best services including multiple features 

like upload prescription and order medicine online, pill and vaccination reminder. An amazing benefit 

comes attached, Care wallet, that enables the users to avail extra discount on the medicines and 

wellness products.
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Case Studies

Venture

Venture is service platform geared to the needs of people who would like to innovate to projects & find 

innovative solutions to the problems by chatting with solution providers through the app. At Venture, the 

developers believe all it takes is a simple conversation to start a new world of collaboration.
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Case Studies

Kabift

Kabift is a simple application to solve all gift tracking and gift giving needs. Some of the interesting 

features are: add all gifts you ever received by click of a button and also get estimated values for all 

items, get specific recommendations on gift giving ideas within a budget amount calculated based on 

what you received for a similar event, add to wish list to make purchases later & never forget about an 

upcoming event like an anniversary or a birthday for a loved one.
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Case Studies

LifeClub Rewards

LifeClub Rewards is a loyalty program application that offer the users instant rewards every time they 

shop for medicines at a participating pharmacy. With this loyalty program, user can earn up to 5% reward 

for every $1 spend in purchasing non-prescription products at the medicine store. The accumulated 

reward points can be redeemed at any point of time, so users get the benefit of spending less for every 

purchase they make. Some other benefits of having LifeClub Rewards are special offers for members, 

instant rewards, gifts, health advice and prizes.
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Case Studies

Hunger Time

Hunger Time is designed to create a simple fast and efficient system for customers to order their day to 

day restaurant home delivery or corporate catering directly from their local restaurant, cafe or caterer. 

Apart from regular home delivery, surveys tell that over 80% of office staff now prefer to order online as 

it gives them a more accountable system, instant tax invoice and also provides the ability to browse and 

select at their own time and pace.
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Case Studies

Farm Alert LLC

Farm Alert LLC is a leading provider and supplier of agricultural equipment in two categories of 

products, viz., electric fencing equipment and electronic moisture testers. The mobile application has 

been designed and developed to provide their customers, who are always on the move, with better 

access to their products and services.
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Case Studies

LearnThatLook

With LearnThatLook, users can search for a look, brands or products by creating a profile on the 

application. The users can access their profiles by registering themselves or logging in using their 

Facebook, Google Plus or Pinterest accounts. They can also search for information by entering data 

about their looks, complexion, skin type, preferred brands, etc. Additionally, the users of this application 

can also access, rate and bookmark videos, upload pictures and share their activity on the forum.
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Clavax didn't require me to go through a 
project manager. I was able to work with 
the developer directly, which because of 

the language barrier, is not always the case. 
In Clavax's case, I was able to work with our 
developer directly, which was very helpful.
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— Engineer, Electronics Manufacturer

“

“ Clavax delivered an excellent service. 
They have excellent communication and 

teamwork. I'm in touch with them almost on 
a daily basis since we started the project... 

They are very responsive.

    — Co-CEO, B2B Marketplace

“

“
What I like is that Clavax has a good pool 

of people who can work on a project... They 
are flexible in dedicating resources as 

needed and coming up with solutions to fit 
our needs.

     — Email Marketer, Sam Media 
(Lead Generation Service)

“ “ Clavax's communication was very good, 
even though they were overseas. They 
answered to all of our needs and to the 
changes that we wanted to make. We 

worked with them for several months, and 
they were very patient with us.

— Quality Manager, Dynasty 
Electronic Company 

(Electronics Manufacturer)

“

“
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